Next Generation Learning Spaces Conference
February 29, 2016 – March 2, 2016 | Atlanta, GA
Notes by Daniel Christian

http://www.higheredlearningspaces.com/
Vendors present:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steelcase
Computer Comforts
Level 3 Audiovisual
Spectrum Industries
Barco
Plus various architects, reps from Knoll in attendance

Many from large universities there:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tour of Georgia State University’s campus
Indiana U
U of Arizona
WMU
U of Minnesota
SUNY
Penn State U
Purdue U
U of Maryland
U of Pennsylvania

…and some from much smaller colleges including Swarthmore (1534 students), Washington College (1450
students), and others.

Some key thoughts/resources:

Implementing Active Learning Classrooms (ALCs) is about moving the faculty member from the “sage on the
stage” to the “guide on the side” – a coach, a facilitator of learning. It moves things from being teacher-centric
to student-centric. There’s far less lecture and more hands-on, collaborative experiences; there’s more projectbased learning and active learning. More discussions, case studies, problem-solving, use of small groups. The
Jigsaw method modeled at the conference.
Active learning classrooms (ALC) still make up a very small % of all rooms on a campus. U of Arizona has 41 of
them, but this still represents a fraction of their total amount of rooms.
Many campuses have a handful of ALCs or are looking at implementing ALCs now.
Putting a faculty member in an ALC does NOT transform them nearly as much as we’d like to think it would,
per U of Minnesota’s David Langley (w/ their Center for Educational Innovation; he recently studied/observed
60 hours worth of professors teaching in ALCs). It happens a lot less than we think, as transformation is often a
slow process. ALCs still in experimental phase.
Technology changes rapidly; people change slowly. (Norman, 2002)  This reminds me of President LeRoy’s
devotion using the prayer of Pierre Chardin: “Trust in the Slow Work of God”.
Also per David Langley…a quote, paraphrased:
“I have a deep suspicion that we aren’t quite getting this right.”

Getting solid results boils down to designing and implementing effective pedagogies. A space can’t do it for
you. Need to align instructional activities with instructional outcomes.

A relevant quote from this article asserts:
Faculty receptivity to and adoption of technology-enabled pedagogies, however, is not as robust,
particularly on liberal arts campuses. While a variety of factors inhibit faculty adoption, one that seems
significant and readily overcome is what some faculty—particularly those who have not yet received
tenure—describe as a lack of incentives in most existing tenure and promotion structures. That is, if the
time and effort involved in learning new pedagogies and incorporating new technologies in the
classroom “will not count” for tenure, then faculty will devote their time and energy to those
activities that do.

“35-40% of seats on a campus should be for informal learning.”


Per Gary McNay, Principal Perkins+Will

Libraries, cafes, student commons…

A quote from:
•

“It’s Not You, It’s the Room”— Are the High-Tech, Active Learning Classrooms Worth It? [2013] – by
Sehoya Cotner, Jessica Loper, J. D. Walker, and D. Christopher Brooks

Several institutions have redesigned traditional learning spaces to better realize the potential of active,
experiential learning. We compare student performance in traditional and active learning classrooms in
a large, introductory biology course using the same syllabus, course goals, exams, and instructor. Using
ACT scores as predictive, we found that students in the active learning classroom outperformed
expectations, whereas those in the traditional classroom did not. By replicating initial work, our results
provide empirical confirmation that new, technology-enhanced learning environments positively and
independently affect student learning. Our data suggest that creating space for active learning can
improve student performance in science courses. However, we recognize that such a commitment of
resources is impractical for many institutions, and we offer recommendations for applying what we have
learned to more traditional spaces.

…
We believe that the investment in ALCs at the University of Minnesota was worth it. Documented
increases in student engagement and confirmed average gains of nearly 5 percentage points in final
grades are improvements in the student academic experience that few educational interventions
could aspire to. However, whether these improvements warrant the capital investment in ALCs is a
judgment each educational institution must make for itself, drawing on local priorities and resources.
Instructors may need to think seriously and creatively about changing the manner in which they deliver
their courses in spaces such as these —not only for the sake of navigating the challenges of teaching in a
decentered space, but also to take advantage of the features of the room that allow us to better realize
the benefits of active learning. The classroom architecture is bound to frustrate the efforts of faculty
who don’t yield to the rooms’ novel demands. There is no well-identified “stage” from which to deliver a
traditional lecture. Half of the students in the class may be facing away from the instructor at any given
time. Teachers who view silence as engagement will need to adjust their perceptions, as one goal of
decentralized classrooms is increased small-group interaction and this activity can be noisy and difficult
to monitor. And, in the case of the ALCs at our institution, there is a learning curve with respect to the
technological capabilities of the rooms.

Labster is doing outstanding, innovative work in the use of STEM-related simulations.

Labster: Empowering the Next Generation of Scientists to Change the World
Labster employs a great deal of hands-on lab simulations, 3D animations, interactivity. The flipped classroom.
Also see:
Maaroof Jahkri
I also learned about flexspace.org for the first time:

http://flexspace.org/
The Flexible Learning Environments eXchange – FLEXspace – is a robust, open access repository populated with examples of
learning spaces. It contains high resolution images and related information that describes detailed attributes of these spaces
from institutions across the globe. The incentive for participation is to showcase innovative design solutions open to peer
review ranking and comments. As more contributions are received, the repository will emerge into a very useful planning
resource for education and supporting entities at multiple levels. Browse images, video, documents. Harvest ideas. Get the
creative juices going. From large lecture halls to library lounges to active learning spaces.

In one ALC: Math Department at Montana State used document cameras at each table to show student
work/equations.
ALCs may be tough for those who struggle w/ information overloads – acoustically and/or visually. However, the
fact that movement is often encouraged is helpful w/ ALCs.

Other thoughts/resources:

Planning is key; even if plans change or are not adhered to, the planning process is helpful. Planning is not
making the decisions but rather deciding how the decisions will be made. Resist the temptation to “do the
work.” Helpful to look at: inputs  tools and techniques  outputs
Some inputs could be: classroom enrollments, space limitations, mission/vision, etc.
Planning involves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vision/goals
Stakeholders
Scope
Budgets
Schedules
Campus Space Plan
Furniture & Technology
Assessing impact
Culture change

Wireless presentation, communication, collaboration products I learned about at the conference:
•
•

Arrive AirPoint, Arrive MediaPoint
Montage from DisplayNote Technologies

•

Christie Brio was put in at Saint Xavier U due to need for 30 fps video; this is a more expensive solution
though

Some ideas to assess faculty and student expectations and input:
•
•
•

Focus groups
Surveys – online and face-to-face
Hold vendor expo and then survey attendees

What are some of the more effective ways that you have done faculty development
and/or to engage faculty?
From TodaysMeet -- https://todaysmeet.com/NGLS | Next Generation Learning Spaces Conference | March 2016

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

an exclusive group of faculty leaders who volunteer to innovate and the example for their peers and get
first dibs on the best spaces
That $10k bonus
Free beer and wine after the PD sessions
Hands on training sessions
Teaching & Learning Conference with a keynote speaker. We also held a faculty social mid-term.
Technology teaching workshops
Presenting at departmental faculty meetings
faculty grant money to support tech and space assisted teaching and learning
Stipends to try new things
interactive workshops
Conference of faculty w/ showing their work
Faculty / Instructional Designer co-presentations over lunch
supported work time with stipends
IT teaching learning group
Scholarly conference sharing evidence of ed tech effectiveness
Student pressure
Effective faculty engagement strategy: Summer technology "boot camps" conducted by fellow faculty
Don't know yet. Looking for ideas
Symposiums held each term
Speaker Series
workshops, particularly those with external expert speakers.
Community faculty fellowships
Free food!
Lunch and learn events (feed them and they will come)
Fall Faculty Conference
Faculty learning from other faculty
faculty learning communities that last at least a semester
PLCs
Direct contact by educational technologists
Word of mouth
Additional pay
Lunch and Learns
Faculty Learning Communities
Hot chocolate anyone?

At Iowa State, Jim Twetten said least effective was maintaining online events and training calendars for faculty.
Maintaining a blog was not as effective for them. But faculty grant programs worked well. Also, using learning
communities and cohorts seem to work better at their place. They held local conferences and invited guest
speakers.
Anu Vedanthan (U of Penn) also uses Lightening Rounds – 3 minute recordings by profs, Gadget Days, and
Student Voices (https://pennwic.wordpress.com/), New Media Showcase, Poll Everywhere.

http://commons.library.upenn.edu/2015-engaging-students-through-technology-symposium

http://commons.library.upenn.edu/2016ng

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DvFc0VPM4sBqRA7XXN0kAxdu3P1PuFbVM1UrBNryEdQ/edit#slide=id.g1027f937dd_2_78

Weigle Information Commons

Education Commons

Makerspaces at Georgia State University | by Lee Webster and Chris Goode
Makers like to take things apart, repurpose; break stuff and morph things to suit own purposes

Less DIY, more do it together; community based
Team based problem solving  fits in nicely with ends of ALCs actually; project-based, hands-on, integrative,
sandbox approach, service learning
At Georgia State, CS prof and Art/Design prof teamed up with a local maker group/chapter – Decatur Makers –
in the immediate community. They used a bottom up approach.
Can be expensive to maintain. Need separate rooms at times due to building codes/safety regulations.

Whitehouse.gov/nation-of-makers

James Frazee discussed San Diego State U’s use of the lightboards – from shower glass to learning glass

NU’s Peshkin and SDSU’s Matt Anderson developed diff versions of these around same time.

FLEXspace.org has info on learning glass.
Art and drawing folks can use this tool, not just ENGR folks.
James Frazee believes in “mistake-based learning.”  DC: I like that concept/phrase!
SDSU uses their lightboards for blended learning and online learning. They rotate smaller groups through the
recording studios and use Mediasite to stream the recordings. Ss preferred learning glass vs traditional onlinebased annotations over PDFs. Greater sense of instructor presence. Plus they get data on how often the
recordings are viewed, and which portions of the videos students hone in on / have trouble with. (From DSC:
This is why learning will likely increasingly move towards blended and/or online learning – in order to quickly
create/analyze data, one need digital means of doing so. Few profs have time to manually record data from F2F
experiences.)
Some SDSU profs use Bb Collaborate for polling for their online-based courses. Some use Google forms to ask
Q’s of profs.

The Brendan Iribe Center For Computer Science And Innovation

http://nsse.indiana.edu/
What does NSSE do?
Through its student survey, The College Student Report, NSSE annually collects information at hundreds of fouryear colleges and universities about first-year and senior students' participation in programs and activities that
institutions provide for their learning and personal development. The results provide an estimate of how
undergraduates spend their time and what they gain from attending college.

http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/
Established in 2008, the mission of the National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment (NILOA) is to
discover and disseminate ways that academic programs and institutions can productively use assessment data
internally to inform and strengthen undergraduate education, and externally to communicate with policy makers,
families and other stakeholders. NILOA assists institutions and others in discovering and adopting promising
practices in the assessment of college student learning outcomes. Documenting what students learn, know and can
do is of growing interest to colleges and universities, accrediting groups, higher education associations, foundations
and others beyond campus, including students, their families, employers, and policy makers.

Wired Lab at Duke: http://www.dukewired.org/

Power of 1st semester surveys: Do you expect to graduate from this institution? If said maybe, most dropped
out soon thereafter.

A key question:
•

“What do we want students to truly understand 5 years after taking our courses?”

Hilary Gossett U of Maryland, College Park | Use of U resources in space redesign
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define the problem; come up with list of needs. Prioritize. Get students input (online surveys are
effective.)
Identify goals and constraints.
Do not solve the problem at this point.
Identify resources.
Identify sources of funding. Have your elevator speech ready for those donors.
Anticipate roadblocks and start with what you can control, influence.
Get to some proposed solutions and evaluate the solutions.
Agree on solution and spread the word.
Do post-occupancy surveys and/or interviews.
Evaluation. Iteration. Share what learned out at FLEXspace.org.

Hick Learning Studio at Purdue

Wilmeth Active Learning Center

Purdue: $10,000 to go through a 16 week course; team-based approach involving librarians, faculty members,
IT, and folks from Ctr for Institutional Excellence.

Some common challenges with Bring Your Own Device (BYOD):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faculty member acting as help desk
Faculty acceptance
Power/battery life
IT dept/security/networking
Cost
Reliability
Support for apps
Protocols (Apple)
Training
Need to support every device
What if student doesn’t have a device?
Registrar’s Office – scheduling w/ rooms with different affordances
Distraction (and “cone of distraction” for Ss behind someone w/ screen who’s not on task)

Yet BYOD is here to stay and continues to grow each year. Student expectations continue to grow.
Goes with active learning very well.
Re: projection: Always want to have a wired HDMI connection, needed as backup in case wireless goes down.
Crestron AirMedia. Christie Brio. Apple TV (Notre Dame going w/ Apple TV.)

Some nice innovation at Penn State:
•

One Button Studio – use of lightboards – this has been part of my vision for the recording studio for
years

•

Mobile media project

•

Maker Commons; instilling a new, maker mindset – via Invention Studio

•

Innovations Studio

Bruininks Hall – U of Minnesota – hosts multiple ALCs

Instilling a maker mindset of Brandeis U – see work of Ian Roy; Deis 3D branded by a freshmen, who ended up
working at – and then quitting – Google.
Hackathons | Printathons | Codestallations | Makeathons
Quint Gregory:

Stanford d.school

MIT Media Lab

NC State Hunt Library – video wall

NC State Hill Library – makerspace; Learning Commons, Digital Media Lab Studio;

Richland College, Sabine Hall Science Building

The Watt Family Innovation Center at Clemson U:

35-40% of seats on a campus should be for informal learning!

Exploratory Hall Expansion & Renovation
George Mason University
Fairfax, Virginia

Per Gary McNay:
In this digital age, if you are going to build a building, you better be sure why you need a physical space
and had better identify why a physical space is needed and focus on what a physical space can offer.
Likely this has to do with relationships. (From DSC: I would argue, however, that you can form solid
relationships online as well.)
Think in terms of building learning neighborhoods, not so much individual spaces.

